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rehearsal period determined by financial constramts. Having experienced the 
traditional process of writing in a solitary environment, my second research 
question asked how a more collaborative form of film development might open 
out possibilities as a result of interacting with the creative energies of others, in 
this case performers and a choreographer. 

In order to trigger the collaborative development process, · I wrote the 
following synopsis: 

The action takes place entirely in a domestic setting in which four flat
mates and a young boy interact non-verbally. The plotline that moti
vates their movement within the space revolves around the preparation 
of food - at first individual snacks and, to conclude the narrative, a 
jointly prepared meal. The adult characters are introduced as separate 
entities wearing headphcines, each listening to a distinct musical genre: 
flamenco, acid jazz, hip-hop and rock. The goal of the child (the central 
protagonist) is to encourage the adults to cohere as a group. As he trig
gers connections between the characters, the music they listen to indi
vidually begins to merge, as does the style of dance associated with each 
of them. Reflecting the challenges of bringing differences into commun
ion, this does not occur harmoniously at first. As events progress, the 
musical and choreographic connections develop into a more cohesive 
dialogue until, in the denouement, the four distinct musical genres 
come together to form a strangely coherent piece of music and dance in 
which each generic influence remains discernible. 

This was the sum total of predetermined ideas prior to the workshopping proc
ess, meaning there was much scope for development in collaboration with the 
performers and choreographer. Questions that needed to be explored in the 
workshops included the following: Who are these characters and how did they 
come to live in the same space? What are some of theirrnfferences and similari
ties? How do some of these differences generate conflict and similarities gener
ate connection? How will these dynamics play out in both plot-related action 
and dance? Who is more open to cooperative interaction, and for those who are 
resistant, why that might be? What devites might the child employ to trigger 
connections between the characters? With whom does he connect most easily? 
In what permutatioµs of character combination will the connections occur and 
how will they progress until everyone is in sync with each other? What sort of 
food does each character prefer and how does this add to their characteriza
tion? How will we deal with the temporal elisions necessary to shift from the 
making of snacks to the preparation of a full meal within 15 minutes of screen 
time? How will the choreographic elements parallel or complement the action 
in the narrative line? How will we segue from pedestrian movement to dance 
and back to pedestrian movement for the narrative conclusion? How will the 
camera interact with each character and each grouping of characters? 

In order for the performers to have initial input into their characters, 
I asked them to name their characters and answer a series of questions about 
them including where they are from, what they do and whether or not they 
enjoy that, where they were prior to joining the household, how they feel 
about the current living situation, who they might get on with best in the 
household, what they dream about, what they enjoy, what disappoints them 
and what is important to them in home life. Though I encouraged some 
minor adjustments with .one performer, I worked extensively with all their 
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Kinesthetics and entrainment in collaborative screenplay 

dance footage made me aware of the degree to which my ideas were forming 
through kinest�etic empathy with mediated, aestheticized movement. I shall 
exemplify this by tracing the development of the character 'Hope', described 
very minimally in the original treatment as someone who 'flits about to acid 
jazz'. Because the performer playing this character, Alex Hitchmough, was 
accustomed to dancing with large movements connected in a fluid fashion, 
she was at first encouraged to develop more awkward movement phrases 
with a staccato quality (see extract 1).1 Subsequently, Hitchmough's own 
backstory for her character included parental conflict and lethargy as well as 
the absence of financial support, meaning Hope holds down two jobs while 
studying full-time. This story began to influence further development of the 
character's movement and dance phrases, which included gestures such as 
fussing over her finger nails, tidying her hair, straightening her clothes, putting 
things in order, protecting her heart and walking back and forth incessantly 
(see blonde-haired performer in extract 2).2 Viewing workshop footage of the 
dance sequences containing these movements triggered my writing of a char
acter description that included the following: 

HOPE (22) - a perfectionist who needs order and control in her life. 
Hope is conscientious about everything, takes on too much and propels 
herself through a massive array of activities and obligations with extraor
dinary drive. Hope is so busy-busy-busy, she feels brittle and urueach
able to those around her much of the time. She's actually a friendly, 
caring person and her emotions burble fairly close to the surface. The 
problem for Hope is that, if she stops.and thinks, she might just lose her 
grip. And that just wouldn't do. 

These traits manifest as action in the screenplay in a number of ways, includ
ing obsessive tidying and cleaning.to the point of intruding on the space of 
others, a soft spot for the child that induces several moments of affectionate 
connection with him and an inability to pause and be in the present with the 
other flatmates, meaning Hope is the last character to connect and synchro
nize with the group. See extract 3, which introduces Hope, for evidence of 
how the character description and some of this scripted action actually mate
rialize in the finished film. 3 

The way I learned about the characters through kinesthetic empathy with 
their dance work and wrote a script from this can, in retrospect, be described 
as a process of 'kinesthetic writing', which, by activating the mirror system 
and thus unifying action production and action observation, facilitated 
the understanding of the actions of others 'from the inside' (Rizzolatti and 
Sinigaglia 2010: 264). In doing so, my experience of this process supports 
Reynolds and Reason's (2012: 320) assertion that 'movement, physicality and 
the non-verbal have the potential to articulate levels of difference and inter
subjective connection in ways that intersect with but are not always reduc
ible to language', and that the affective impact of kinesthetic empathy in an 
artistic context has the 'potential to change modes of perception and ways of 
knowing' (Reynolds 2012a: 88, 'Introduction to part II'). Given that synergies 
always exist between creative process and creative outcome, it is not surpris
ing that the dialogic mode of human interaction expressed in Beat and the 
kinesthetic mode of writing that characterized the development of the film 
are synergistic for being rooted in embodied inter-subjectivity. Also salient to 
the process is Meekums' (2012: 62) suggestion that the value of 'kinesthetic 

1. Extract 1 is viewable at
https://
vimeo.com/55283872
Password: JMP.

2. Extract 2 is viewable at
https://
vimeo.com/55283871
Password: JMP.

3. Extract3 is viewable at
https://
vimeo.com/55283873
Password:JMP.
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